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Abstract
We de*ne the clique-width of a countable graph. We prove that a countable graph has *nite
clique-width i+ its *nite induced subgraphs have bounded clique-width. We obtain an application
to a conjecture concerning the structure of sets of countable graphs having a decidable monadic
second-order satis*ability problem.
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0. Introduction
Hierarchical graph decompositions are important for the construction of low-degree
polynomial algorithms, in particular for certain hard (NP-complete) problems. They
also arise in the study of the structure of graphs. For instance, tree-decompositions
have been introduced by Robertson and Seymour in their study of the structure of
graphs that do not contain a *xed graph as a minor [10–12]. These decompositions
yield the notion of tree-width of a 'nite graph. The extension of the de*nition to in*-
nite graphs is straightforward. An in*nite graph may have *nite or in*nite tree-width.
The “compactness” theorem of Thomassen [14] asserts that the tree-width of an in*-
nite graph is an integer k i+ k is the maximum value of the tree-width of its *nite
subgraphs.
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Clique-width is another complexity measure on graphs, also based on a notion of
hierarchical decomposition, that yields low degree algorithms for certain hard problems
(see [7–9]). A set of *nite graphs having bounded tree-width has bounded clique-width
but not vice versa (every *nite clique Kn has clique-width 2 and tree-width n−1). The
notion of clique-width is based on the de*nition of a graph as the value of a *nite alge-
braic term written with certain graph operations. These operations take colored graphs
as arguments. The colors are used at intermediate stages of the construction. Graphs
constructible by these operations with at most k colors are said to have clique-width
at most k.
We show how in*nite terms over these operations can de*ne countable graphs. The
clique-width of a graph is de*ned as the least number of colors needed by these graph
operations to construct this graph. It may be an integer or the countable cardinal !.
Our main result establishes the existence of a function f such that for every countable
graph G, if every *nite induced subgraph of G has clique-width at most k, then G has
clique-width at most f(k). Actually, we do the proof using f(k)=22k+1. The best result
would be to have for f the identity (as for tree-width). However, a counterexample
shows that this is impossible.
We use actually a variant of clique-width, called symmetric clique-width which is
somewhat similar to branch-width (see the survey by Bodlaender [1], or the article by
Robertson and Seymour [12]). The symmetric clique-width of a graph G is de*ned in
terms of a ternary tree T , the leaves of which are the vertices of the graph G, that we
will call a layout of G. Each edge of this tree de*nes a partition of VG (the vertex set
of G) into two sets V1 and V2. An integer called the index of the edge measures the
complexity of the bipartite subgraph of G consisting of the edges between V1 and V2.
The index of T is the least upper bound of the indices of the edges. The symmetric
clique-width of a graph G is the minimum index of a layout of this graph. These
de*nitions apply to countable graphs as well as to *nite ones. Symmetric clique-width
and clique-width yield mutually co*nal hierarchies of graphs.
As said above, one motivation for investigating clique-width is the construction
of algorithms. Another one is to obtain decidability results for problems speci*ed in
Monadic Second-order logic (MS logic in short). We recall that MS logic is the ex-
tension of *rst-order logic with variables denoting sets of elements (typically sets of
vertices in the case of graphs) and atomic formulas expressing membership of an el-
ement in a set (see the book chapter [5] for details). Let C be a set of graphs (or
more generally of logical structures, but we will only consider structures representing
graphs), and let L be a logical language. The L-satis'ability problem for C consists
in deciding for a given (closed) formula of L whether it holds in some graph in C.
In particular, the MS-satis*ability problem is decidable for the set of *nite graphs of
clique-width at most k, for any *xed k. Seese conjectured [13] that if a set of *nite
or countable graphs has a decidable MS-satis*ability problem, then it has bounded
clique-width, and he proved this conjecture in special cases like the case of planar
graphs. Actually the conjecture is not stated in terms of clique-width, but the original
formulation is equivalent, see [5]. As a consequence of our compactness result, we
obtain that, if the conjecture holds for *nite graphs, then it also holds for countable
locally 'nite graphs (those each vertex of which has *nite degree).
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1. Notation
Unde*ned graph terminology is standard. We only specify what might be ambiguous.
Graphs and trees are *nite or countably in*nite.
1.1. Graphs
Unless otherwise stated, graphs are simple, undirected and loop free. The notation
H ⊆i G means that H is an induced subgraph of G. We write also H =G[X ] to mean
that H is the induced subgraph of G with set of vertices X . A graph is de*ned as a
pair G= 〈VG; edgG (:; :)〉 where VG is the set of vertices and edgG is the (symmetric)
edge relation. We write x − y to denote an edge between x and y.
A k-graph is a graph G given with a k tuple (V1; : : : ; Vk) of pairwise disjoint (pos-
sibly empty) sets of vertices forming a partition of VG. We will say that x∈Vi is
labelled by i. Every graph G is a 1-graph with V1 = VG.
The operations on k-graphs are the disjoint union (denoted by ⊕), the edge cre-
ation operation addi; j for i = j (which adds all missing edges between vertices in
Vi and vertices in Vj; the graph addi; j(G) contains thus a complete bipartite graph
based on Vi and Vj) and the renaming operation reni→j that changes the label of
every vertex of Vi into j. (Hence reni→j(G) has no vertex labelled by i.) The ba-
sic graphs are 0 (denoting the empty graph) and 1 denoting a single vertex labelled
by 1.
We let Fk = {⊕; addi; j ; reni→j; 1; 0=i = j; 16 i; j6 k}, and F∞ denote the union of
all sets Fk . Every (*nite) term t ∈T (Fk) is called a k-expression, it denotes a *nite
k-graph called its value, denoted by val(t). The clique-width of a 'nite k-graph G is
cwd(G) =Min{m=G = val(t); t ∈T (Fm)}.
As an example the 2-expression e0 de*nes the complete bipartite graph K3;3
e0 = ren2→1 (add1;2(((1⊕ 1)⊕ 1)⊕ ren1→2(1⊕ (1⊕ 1))):
Our objective is to extend the val function to the set T∞(F∞) of *nite and in*nite
terms over F∞. We will thus de*ne countable graphs by in*nite expressions over F∞
comparable to formal power series. The notion of cwd (clique-width) of a countable
graph will follow in a natural way.
We will use terms with variables, say t ∈T (Fk; {u1; : : : ; up}). We denote by
t[t1; : : : ; tp] the result of the substitution of *nite (or in*nite) terms t1; : : : ; tp, respec-
tively, for each occurrence of the variables u1; : : : ; up. We let val(t) denote the p-ary
function on k-graphs associated in a natural way with t. Finally, we let ≺ be the partial
order on T (Fk) de*ned by t ≺ t′ i+ there exists
t′′ ∈T (Fk; {u1; : : : ; up}) and t′1; : : : ; t′p ∈T (Fk) such that t = t′′[0; 0; : : : ; 0] and t′ =
t′′[t′1; t
′
2; : : : ; t
′
p].
If t ≺ t′ then val(t) ⊆i val(t′).
For example, we have e1 ≺ e0where e0 is as above and
e1 = ren2→1 (add1;2(((1⊕ 0)⊕ 0)⊕ ren1→2(1⊕ (1⊕ 1))).
This expression de*nes the complete bipartite graph K1;3.
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We will denote by T∞(F∞) the set of *nite and in*nite terms (see [3], Section
1) written with the symbols of F∞. We can compare t ∈T (F∞) and t′ ∈T∞(F∞) by
letting t ≺ t′ i+ there exists
t′′ ∈T (F∞; {u1; : : : ; up}) and t′1; : : : ; t′p ∈T∞(F∞) such that t= t′′[0; 0; : : : ; 0] and t′=
t′′[t′1; t
′
2; : : : ; t
′
p].
Every increasing sequence of *nite terms
t1 ≺ t2 ≺ t3 ≺ · · · ≺ tn ≺ · · ·
has a least upper bound t ∈T∞(F∞). We refer the reader to [3] (Section 2) for detailed
de*nitions about in*nite terms and their *nite approximations. In Section 2, we will
de*ne the semantics of these terms, that is, we will associate with each of them a
countable graph.
For an immediate example, we can consider
e3 = 1⊕ (1⊕ (1⊕ (: : : ::))) : : :));
which de*nes the graph with countably many vertices and no edge. This in*nite term
is the least upper bound of the sequence of *nite 1-expressions
e3; n = 1⊕ (1⊕ (1⊕ (: : : ::(1⊕ 0))) : : :))
with n occurrences of 1 and one of 0.
1.2. Trees
We will use trees of various types. We will call their vertices nodes in order to
avoid confusion when we discuss simultaneously a graph and a tree representing its
structure.
A tree is an undirected graph T = 〈NT ; edgT (:; :)〉, that is connected and without
cycles. It has no root. Its leaves are its nodes of degree 1. The set of leaves is denoted
by LT . If T is a tree, we denote by red(T ) the tree constructed as follows:
• we let T ′ ⊆ T be the union of paths between two leaves of T (some in*nite branches
of T may disappear),
• we replace every path in T of the form x−y1−y2−· · ·−yn− z such that y1; : : : ; yn
have degree 2 and x; z have not degree 2 by the single edge x− z and we delete the
nodes y1; : : : ; yn.
We obtain in this way a tree red(T ) such that Lred(T ) = LT and Nred(T ) is the set of
nodes of T that do not have degree 2 and belong to a path between two leaves.
1.3. Directed (rooted) tree
A directed tree is a directed graph D = 〈ND; edgD(:; :)〉 such that und(D) (the undi-
rected graph underlying D) is a tree and there exists a (unique) node called the root
of D denoted by rootD such that every node is reachable from the root by a directed
path. We do not consider the root as a leaf if it has degree 1. Hence LD (the set of
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leaves of D) is de*ned as Lund(D) − {rootD}. We will only consider trees with at least
two nodes.
To every t ∈T (F∞) corresponds a syntax tree synt(t) which is directed (we neglect
the case of a term reduced to a single constant symbol, here 0 or 1). Its leaves are
in bijection with the vertices of the graph val(t). Similarly, a countable syntax tree
synt(t) is associated with an in*nite term T∞(F∞). Furthermore, synt(t) is a labelled
tree: a symbol in F∞ is associated with each of its nodes.
2. Innite terms denoting graphs
Let t ∈T (Fk); we will identify it with its syntax tree synt(t). The set of nodes of
this tree is Nt . We let Lit ⊆ Nt be the set of leaves labelled by i (for i = 0 or 1). The
graph G = val(t) has L1t as set of vertices.
The existence of an edge between two vertices x and y, and the label j (16 j6 k)
of x in G can be determined by certain conditions on the operation symbols on the paths
in t from x and y to the root of t. We will denote the conjunction of these conditions by
E(t; x; y) and by L(t; x; j), respectively, for t ∈T (Fk); x; y∈L1t ; 16 j6 k. In particular,
we have
E(t; x; y) holds i+ x and y are below a node u labelled by addi; j ; L(t=u; x; i) and
L(t=u; y; j) hold, where t=u denotes the subterm of t issued from node u, and
L(t; x; j) holds i+ the renaming operations on the path from x to the root of t are
such that the vertex x has label j in the graph val(t).
(We need not write this condition explicitly, we only consider the example of
e4 = ren4→3(add4;2(· · · ⊕ ren1→2(ren2→4(add1;2(· · · ⊕ ren1→2(1))))))
and let x be the vertex corresponding to the occurrence of 1 explicitly shown. Then,
from the consideration of the renaming operations, we get that L(e4; x; 3) holds, and x
has label 3 in val(e4).)
Since the conditions E(t; x; y) and L(t; x; i) depend only on the paths in t between
x; y and the root, if one extends a term t into t′ in such a way that t ≺ t′, and if these
conditions hold in t, then they hold in t′.
If t ∈T (Fk) and n∈N we let its n-depth truncation t(n) be de*ned as follows:
t(0) = 0
for n¿ 0 we let
(t1 ⊕ t2)(n) = t(n−1)1 ⊕ t(n−1)2 ;
f(t)(n) = f(t(n−1)) if f∈Fk is unary;
1(n) = 1;
0(n) = 0:
By the above observation, E(t; x; y)⇔ E(t(n); x; y) and L(t; x; i)⇔ L(t(n); x; i) when-
ever x; y∈L1t(n) , i.e., whenever dt(x)6 n − 1 and dt(y)6 n − 1, where dt(x) denotes
the distance of x to the root of t.
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Fact 2.1. val(t(n)) ⊆i val(t) for every t ∈T (F∞) and n¿ 0.
Let t ∈T∞(F∞). Its truncation t(n), de*ned as for *nite terms, belongs to T (F∞).
We de*ne val(t) as the graph G such that VG=L1t ; edgG(x; y) holds i+ E(t
(n)x; y) holds
for any n such that dt(x); dt(y)¡n, and x∈Vi i+ L(t(n); x; i) holds for any n such that
dt(x)¡n. (These properties are not modi*ed for larger values of n.)
Lemma 2.2. If t ∈T∞(Fk) and Gn = val(t(n)); then G0 ⊆i G1 ⊆i · · · ⊆i Gn ⊆ · · · and
G = val(t) is the union of the graphs Gn.
For a countable k-graph G, we let cwd(G) = Min{m=G = val(t); t ∈T∞(Fm)}. We
take it equal to ! if no term in T∞(Fm) de*nes G. It is clear that
cwd(G)¿ cwd(H)
for every *nite induced subgraph H of G.
Example 2.3. We will construct a countable graph G of *nite clique-width larger than
2 such that every *nite induced subgraph of G is a cograph and hence has clique-width
2.
We let ⊗ be the binary operation on 1-graphs de*ned as follows:
G ⊗ H = ren2→1(add1;2(G ⊕ ren1→2(H))):
Hence G ⊗ H is the disjoint union of G and H augmented with all edges between
a vertex of G and one of H .
A cograph is a graph de*ned by a term in T ({⊕;⊗; 1}), see [4,9].
We let G be the countable graph de*ned as follows:
VG =N+,
edgG(x; y) holds i+ either x is even and y¡x or y is even and x¡y.
We let Gn = G[{1; : : : ; 2n}]. The graphs Gn are de*ned recursively as follows:
G1 = 1⊗ 1;
Gn = (Gn−1 ⊕ 1)⊗ 1:
Hence they are cographs. Every *nite induced subgraph of G is an induced subgraph
of some Gn and hence is a cograph.
Assume now that G = val(t) for some t ∈T∞(F2). Since G is connected, we must
have t=ren2→1(add1;2(t1)) where t1=t2⊕t3 for some t2; t3. Hence, the edge complement
LG of G is val(t2)⊕val(t3). But LG is connected as one checks from the de*nition. Hence,
this is not possible and cwd(G)¿ 2.
Actually cwd(G) = 3. To prove this, we observe that
G = ren2→1(H);
where H = add1;2(1⊕ ren3→2(add2;3(ren1→3(1)⊕ H))).
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(In H the odd vertices are labelled by 1 and the even vertices by 2.) By unfolding
this recursive de*nition, one obtains t in T∞(F3) that de*nes G. It is actually a regular
tree, see [3, Section 4].
We will prove that, for G in*nite
cwd(G)6f(Sup{cwd(H)=H ⊆i G; H *nite});
where f(x) = 22x+1. This function is probably not the optimal one, but the example
above shows that we cannot have for f the identity.
Remark 2.4. Let t ∈T∞(F∞): then L1t =∅ i+ val(t)=0. We say that a term t ∈T∞(F∞)
is quasi-reduced if 0 is the only subterm of t having the value 0. Every t ∈T∞(F∞)
can be replaced by a quasi-reduced term Lt in T∞(F∞) which de*nes the same graph.
We will denote by T∞qred(F∞) the set of quasi-reduced terms.
For an example, e5=1⊕(0⊕(0⊕1)) is quasi-reduced but the term e6=1⊕((0⊕0)⊕1)
is not. However, they de*ne the same graphs. The second term can be replaced by the
quasi-reduced term: e6 = 1⊕ (0⊕ 1).
3. The index of a set of vertices
Let G be a graph, G = 〈VG; edgG(:; :)〉; let X be a proper nonempty subset of VG.
We let ∼X be the equivalence relation on X de*ned by
x ∼X y i+ for every z ∈VG − X; edgG(x; z)⇔ edgG(y; z):
We let IndG(X )∈N ∪ {!} be the cardinality of X= ∼X . With this notation we have
Fact 3.1. If Y = VG − X and IndG(X )∈N, then IndG(Y )6 2IndG(X ).
Fact 3.2. If H ⊆i G and Y = VH ∩ X is a proper nonempty subset of VH then
IndH (Y )6 IndG(X ).
Proof. Observe that if x; y∈Y and x ∼X y with respect to G, then x ∼Y y with respect
to H . The result follows.
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a graph, let X; Y be two proper nonempty subsets of VG.
We have
(1) IndG(X ∩ Y )6 IndG(X ) · IndG(Y ) if X ∩ Y = ∅.
(2) IndG(X ∪ Y )6 IndG(X ) + IndG(Y ) if X ∪ Y = VG and X ∩ Y = ∅.
Proof. (1) We let ≡ be the equivalence relation on X ∩ Y de*ned by
x ≡ y i+ x ∼X y and x ∼Y y:
It has at most IndG(X ) · IndG(Y ) classes and x ≡ y implies x ∼X∩Y y. Hence we
have (1).
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(2) The proof is similar for X ∪ Y . We take the equivalence relation de*ned by
x ≡ y i+ x; y∈X and x ∼X y or x; y∈Y; and x ∼Y y:
It has IndG(X ) + IndG(Y ) classes. Whence (2) holds.
4. Ternary trees and layouts of graphs
A ternary tree is a tree T such that Card(NT )¿ 2 and each node has degree 1 or
3.
If T is a ternary tree, if A ⊆ LT and Card(LT − A)¿ 2, then, we denote by T − A
the ternary tree with set of leaves LT − A constructed as follows:
(1) we let T ′ be the union of the paths in T between any two leaves not in A; it is
a tree, and T ′ ⊆ T ;
(2) we let T − A= red(T ′).
If A={a} then T−A is obtained from T by the replacement of edges a−x; u−x; x−v
by the edge u− v (hence a and x are deleted). We write T→
a
T ′ where T ′ = T − {a}








and the ordering of A is irrelevant.
We will write T ′  T i+ T ′ = T − (LT − LT ′). This relation is a partial order.
Let G be a graph with at least two vertices. A layout of G is a ternary tree T such
that LT = VG. For each edge e: u− v of T we let Tu and Tv be the two subtrees of T
obtained by the removal of this edge, such that u belongs to Tu and v belongs to Tv.
We let V (u) be the set of vertices of G (i.e., of leaves of T ) in Tu and V (v) be the
set of those in Tv. We let the index of e be Max{IndG(V (u)); IndG(V (v))}, denoted
by Ind(e).
We let the index of the layout T of G be
Ind(T; G) = Sup{Ind(e)=e is an edge of T}.
These indices belong to N ∪ {!}.
Lemma 4.1. Let T be a layout of a graph G. Let A ⊆ VG be such that
Card(VG − A)¿ 2:
Then T − A is a layout of G[VG − A] and Ind(T − A;G[VG − A])6 Ind(T; G).
Proof. Essentially a consequence of Fact 3.2.
The symmetric clique-width of a graph G is the minimal index of a layout of this
graph. (It is equal to ! if G has no layout of *nite index.) We denote it by scwd(G).
Lemma 4.2. If G and H are graphs, G ⊆i H , then scwd(G)6 scwd(H).
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Proof. From every layout of H one gets a layout of G of no larger index by Lemma
4.1. The result follows.
Example 4.3. Let us go back to Example 2.3. It is not hard to see that
scwd(G) = 2 =Max{scwd(H)=H is a *nite induced subgraph of G}:
However for the graph G′ de*ned below we have scwd(G′)¿ 2 and G′ has the
same *nite induced subgraphs (up to isomorphism) as G. Here is the de*nition of G′:
VG′ = {1; 2; : : : ; } ∪ {0′; 1′; 2′; : : :} ⊇ VG;
edgG′(x; y) i+ edgG(x; y);
or y∈N and x = z′; z is even;
or x∈N and y = z′; z is even;
or x = u′; y = v′; u is even; v¿u;
or y = v′; x = u′; u is even; v¿u:
For proving that scwd(G′)¿ 2; we consider a layout T of G′. Then T has an edge
u − v such that VG′ ∩ Tu contains 1; 2; 0′; 1′; and VG′ ∩ Tv contains in*nitely many
elements of the form i or i′ for i odd. Let x; y be two such elements.
Case 1: There is in Tv∩VG′ an element z of the form j or j′ for j even.We consider
the equivalence ∼X relative to X = Tu ∩ VG′ . We have
0′ ∼X 1′ does not hold because x is linked to 0′ but not to 1′;
0′ ∼X 2 does not hold because x is linked to 0′
but not to 2 (note that x = 1);
1′ ∼X 2 does not hold because z is linked to 2 but not to 1′:
Hence IndG′(VG′ ∩ Tu)¿ 3.
If this case does not hold, this means that all vertices of G′ of the form j or j′ for
j even are in Tu. Hence we are in
Case 2: There is in Tu ∩ VG′ an element z of the form j or j′ for j even, such that
z − x and not z − y (or z − y and not z − x; w.l.o.g we assume the *rst). Then, we
have for the equivalence ∼X relative to X = Tu ∩ VG′ :
0′ ∼X 1′ does not hold because x is linked to 0′ but not to 1′;
0′ ∼X z does not hold because y is linked to 0′ but not to z;
1′ ∼X z does not hold because x is linked to z but not to 1′:
Hence IndG′(VG′ ∩ Tu)¿ 3. Hence we have Ind(T; G′)¿ 3. We cannot have
scwd(G′)6 2.
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5. Clique-width and symmetric clique-width
Although clique-width and symmetric clique-width may di+er, these two complexity
measures yield mutually co*nal graph hierarchies. In particular the same graphs have
*nite clique-width and *nite symmetric clique-width.
Proposition 5.1. If a 'nite or countable graph G with at least 2 vertices has cwd at
most k, where k is 'nite, then it has a layout of index at most 2k .
Proof. We begin with an observation. Let G be the value of a *nite or in*nite term
t ∈T∞(Fk), such that t = t′[t′′=x]; t′′ ∈T∞(Fk); t′ ∈T∞(Fk ∪ {x}) and t′ has a single
occurrence of the variable x. (We use here the substitution of an in*nite term into an
in*nite term. See [3, Section 3] for formal de*nitions.) Hence, VG = V ′ ∪ V ′′ where
V ′ = L1t′ and V
′′ = L1t′′ ; V
′ ∩ V ′′ = ∅. Let G′′ = val(t′′). Up to the labels of vertices,
it is a subgraph of G. The edges in G between V ′′ and V ′ are created by the add
operations in t′. Hence, any two vertices of G′′ with same label are linked to each
vertex in V ′ in the same way. Hence IndG(V ′′)6 k, and IndG(V ′)6 2k .
We now start the main proof. Let G be a graph of cwd at most k, given as val(t)
for t ∈T∞qred(Fk). We can reduce further t by using the rules
f(0)→ 0;
x ⊕ 0→ x;
0⊕ x → x
and we obtain a term t1 in T∞qred(Fk) that de*nes G and has no occurrence of 0. (For
example the quasi-reduced term e6 = 1 ⊕ (0 ⊕ 1) considered in Remark 2.4 yields by
these rules the term: 1⊕ 1.)
The term t1 has the form t1=f1(f2(: : : fm(t2))::) where t2=t3⊕t4 and f1; f2; : : : ; fm
denote unary operations of Fk .
We let T be the undirected tree underlying the syntax tree of the term t2. Its node
corresponding to the root of the syntax tree of t2 has degree 2. Its leaves form the set
VG, and every node of this tree is on a path between two leaves. We let T ′ = red(T ).
This is the desired ternary tree.
Let u − v be an edge of this tree. At least one of T ′u or T ′v , say T ′u, is VG′ where
G′ = val(t′) for some subterm t′ of t2. By the initial remarks, we have IndG(T ′u)6 k;
IndG(T ′v)6 2
k . Hence Ind(T ′; G)6 2k .
We now establish a converse.
Proposition 5.2. If a graph G has a layout of index k, where k is 'nite, it has cwd
at most 2k.
Proof. Let G be a graph and T be a layout of index k of G.
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Let us make T into a directed rooted tree by selecting as root a node of degree 1,
that we will denote by rootT . From this choice, there is a unique way to orient the
edges of T . Every node of degree 3 has one incoming edge and two outgoing edges.
We *rst establish some notation. Let u→ v be an edge, let V (v) be the set of leaves
of T in the maximal subtree of T containing v and not u, let G(v) be G[V (v)]. We let
∼v denote the equivalence relation on V (v) relative to G (see Section 3). Hence it has
at most k classes. Let {x0; x1; : : : ; xn:::} be an enumeration of VG such that x0 = rootT
and x1 is the unique successor of x0.
For every nonempty set of vertices X we let i(X ) be the smallest i such that xi ∈X .
The equivalence classes X of V (v) (relative to ∼v) are numbered from 1 to k ′6 k by
increasing order of i(X ). We let LG(v) be the k-graph obtained from G(v) by labelling
by i each vertex of the ith equivalence class.
Consider a node u of T with two successors v1 and v2. We have
LG(u) = RENf(ADDR( LG(v1)⊕ REN+k( LG(v2))));
where REN+k(H) stands for
ren1→1+k(ren2→2+k(: : : (renk→2k(H)) : : :))
for every k-graph H . We let ADDS(H) stand for
addi1 ;j1 (: : : addim;jm(H) : : :);
where S = {(i1; j1); : : : ; (im; jm)} ⊆ {1; : : : ; k}× {k +1; : : : ; 2k}. In the term that de*nes
LG(u), we let R be the set of pairs (i; k + j) such that some vertex in LG(v1) labelled by
i is linked in G to a vertex in LG(v2) labelled by j.
We use also the abbreviation RENg(H) standing for
ren1→g(1)(: : : (ren2k→g(2k)(H)) : : :);
where g is a mapping {1; : : : ; 2k} → {1; : : : ; k}. Here, we use this notation for g = f
de*ned by f(i) = j if i∈{1; : : : ; k}, and the i-labelled vertices of LG(v1) are labelled
by j in LG(u) (we take f(i) = 1 if there are no i-labelled vertex in LG(v1); we let also
f(i + k) = j if i∈{1; : : : ; k}, and the i-labelled vertices of LG(v2) are labelled by j in
LG(u).
If T is *nite we obtain thus by an induction on the number of its nodes an expression
t ∈T (F2k) for LG(x1). (We recall that x1 is the unique successor of x0.)
We get *nally an expression t′ for G by taking
G = ren2→1(: : : (renk+1→1(ADDR(1⊕ ren1→k+1(t)))) : : :);
where R is the set of pairs (i; k + 1) for all i∈{1; : : : ; k} such that x0 (the root of the
tree) is linked to a vertex in LG(x1) labelled by i.
If T is in*nite, we de*ne an in*nite term for LG(x1) as the least upper bound of an
increasing sequence of *nite terms (as discussed in Section 1.1).
For each m¿ 1;we let v1; : : : ; vp be the nodes of degree 3 of T at distance m of the
root such that V (vi) is in*nite. We let W = VG − (V (v1) ∪ · · · ∪ V (vp)). This set is
*nite. By the above proof, one can construct a term tm ∈T (F2k ∪ {u1; : : : ; up}) where
each variable u1; : : : ; up has one and only one occurrence, such that val(tm)(0; : : : ; 0)
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de*nes LG(x1)[W −{x0}] and LG(x1)=val(tm)( LG(v1); : : : ; LG(vp)). Each term tm+1 can be
chosen of the form tm[t′1; : : : ; t
′
p]. Hence, tm[0; 0; : : : ; 0] ≺ tm+1[0; 0; : : : ; 0] and we have
an increasing sequence of terms
t1[0; 0; : : : ; 0] ≺ t2[0; 0; : : : ; 0] ≺ · · · ≺ tm[0; 0; : : : ; 0] ≺ · · · :
It has a least upper bound say t ∈T∞(F2k). For each leaf y of T , i.e., for each
vertex of LG(x1), there is an m such that y is a leaf of the tree synt(tm[0; 0; : : : ; 0]),
labelled by 1. Hence, the set of vertices of LG(x1) is equal to the set of leaves of t
labelled by 1. (Actually t need not contain any leaf labelled by 0.)
For any two leaves y; z of T (i.e., vertices of LG(x1)) if tm[0; 0; : : : ; 0] contains them
both, then their adjacency in LG(x1), and their respective labels are fully de*ned by the
operations in tm; the same operations are present in t and they specify in the same way
adjacency and labels. It follows that LG(x1) = val(t).
Up to now, we have an in*nite term t de*ning LG(x1). The in*nite term t′ con-
structed from t exactly in the same way as in the case where T is *nite, de*nes G,
as desired.
Corollary 5.3. A set of 'nite graphs has bounded clique-width i< it has bounded
symmetric clique-width. A countable graph has 'nite clique-width i< it has 'nite
symmetric clique-width.
Proof. The “if” parts follow from Proposition 5.2 and the “only if” part from Propo-
sition 5.1.
6. Increasing sequences of nite layouts
Proposition 6.1. Let G be an in'nite graph every 'nite induced subgraph of which
has a layout of index at most k. For every increasing sequence (Hi)i¿0 of 'nite
induced subgraphs of G the union of which is G, there exists an in'nite sequence
(Ti)i¿0 such that Ti  Tj for i6 j and Ti is a layout of Hi of index at most k.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that G0 has at least two vertices. For
each i we let Li be the set of ternary trees T such that
(1) T is a layout of Hi,
(2) Ind(T; Hi)6 k.
Each set Li is nonempty by the hypotheses. It is *nite up to isomorphism since each
tree in Li has 1 + 2Card(VHi) nodes. For each i, for each T ∈Li+1 the ternary tree
T ′=T − (VHi+1 −VHi) is a layout of Hi of index at most k, by Lemma (4.1) and since
Ind(T; Hi+1)6 k. Hence T ′  T and T ′ ∈Li.
It follows from Koenig’s lemma that there exists an increasing sequence of *nite
ternary trees
T0  T1  · · ·  Ti  · · ·
such that Ti ∈Li for each i, hence is a layout of Hi of index at most k.
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It may happen that the sequence (Ti)i¿0 has a least upper bound T in the set of
ternary trees for the partial order . In this case, T is a layout of G of index at most k.
(This is not hard to see.) However, an -increasing sequence of *nite ternary trees may
have no least upper bound in the set of ternary trees. Take for example Ti consisting
of a path x − y0 − y1 − · · · − yi − z with additional edges y0 − u0; y1 − u1; : : : ; yi − ui
for each i (hence NTi = {x; z; y0; : : : ; yi; u0; : : : ; ui}). Its least upper bound should have
in'nitely many nodes on the path from x to z. Hence, it cannot be a tree.
In the next two sections, we overcome this diOculty by de*ning certain generalized
trees that will play the roˆle of least upper bounds.
7. Labelled ternary trees and layouts
A labelled ternary tree is a pair (T; lab) such that T is a directed tree, U =und(T )
(the underlying undirected tree) is a ternary tree, lab maps NT → N (we call lab(x)
the label of a node x), satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The root rootT of T is the unique node labelled by 0; it has a unique successor
s, that is labelled by 1. (Hence rootT is a leaf of the undirected tree U .)
(2) Each node x of T not of degree 1 has two successors labelled by lab(x) and
lab(x) + 1.
We denote by LT the set of leaves of T . Hence LT = Lund(T ) − {rootT}. We let
x6T y mean that there exists a path from x to y. (This implies lab(x)6 lab(y):)
Let x∈NT , let i be its label. We denote by SUCT (x) the set of nodes y labelled by
i + 1 such that x6T y. This means that there exists a path
x → z1 → z2 → · · · → zk → y
with z1; : : : ; zk labelled i + 1. Furthermore, SUCT (x) is linearly ordered by 6T .
Fact 7.1. For every 'nite ternary tree U, for every leaf u of U, there exists a labelled
ternary tree T with root u such that und(T ) = U .
Fact 7.2. Let T be a 'nite labelled ternary tree, let U =und(T ). Let U ′ be a ternary
tree such that U ′−a=U where a is a leaf. There exists a 'nite labelled ternary tree
T ′ such that und(T ′) = U ′, the labelling functions of T and T ′ coincide on NT and,
for each x∈NT , the restriction of the linearly ordered set SUCT ′(x) to NT coincides
with SUCT (x).
Proof. That U =U ′ − a means that U ′ is obtained from U by the replacement of an
edge x − y by the three edges x − z; z − y and z − a where z is a new node.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that x → y in T . Let i; j be the labels of
x and y. Hence i∈{j; j − 1}.
To build T ′ we replace x → y by the three edges x → z; z → y; z → a and we label
z by j and a by j + 1. It is clear that T ′ satis*es the desired properties.
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For every linearly ordered set (E;6); we call segment a nonempty subset S of
E such that e∈ S; e′ ∈E and e6 e′ imply e′ ∈ S. We denote by S(e) the segment
{e′ ∈E=e6 e′}.
Let G be a graph. A labelled layout of G is a labelled ternary tree T such that
VG = LT ∪ {rootT}. (Hence und(T ) is a layout of G.) Let x∈NT , and S be a segment
of SUCT (x). We let S∗ = {u∈NT =w6T u for some w∈ S}.
Fact 7.3. For every edge x → y of T there exists u∈NT and a segment S of SUCT (u)
such that V (y) = S∗ ∩ VG.
Proof. If lab(x)¡ lab(y), we let S = SUCT (x); if lab(x) = lab(y), we let u be such
that x; y∈SUCT (u) and S = S(y) ⊆ SUCT (u).
Lemma 7.4. Let T be a labelled layout of G and let k =Max{IndG(S∗ ∩ VG)=S is a
segment of SUCT (u); u∈NT}.
Then Ind(T; G)6 2k .
Conversely, if Ind(T; G)6 k, then IndG(S∗ ∩ VG)6 k for each segment S of any
SUCT (u).
Proof. For every edge x → y of T , we have IndG(V (y))6 k by Fact 7.3 and
IndG(V (x))6 2k by Fact 2.1. Whence the result.
The second follows from Fact 7.3.
8. Limit-trees
Our objective is to de*ne a least upper bound for the increasing sequences of ternary
trees produced by Proposition 6.1.
A limit-tree is a pair ,= 〈N;SUC〉 such that N is a countable set, called its set of
nodes, and SUC is a mapping associating with every x∈N a linearly ordered subset
SUC(x) of N such that the following conditions hold for all x; x′:
(1) N =
⋃
i¿0 Ni where the sets Ni are pairwise disjoint and N0 consists of a unique
node called the root, denoted by root,;
(2) if x∈Ni; SUC(x) is a linearly ordered subset of Ni+1 and Ni+1=
⋃{SUC(x)=x∈Ni};
(3) SUC(x) ∩ SUC(x′) = ∅ if x = x′.
We say that x is a leaf if SUC(x) = ∅. We denote by L, the set of leaves.
We let 6, be the partial order on N de*ned as the reRexive and transitive closure
of the relation R : (x; y)∈R⇔ y∈SUC(x).
Let G be an in*nite graph. Let G1 ⊆i G2 ⊆i · · · ⊆i Gn ⊆i · · · be an increasing
sequence of *nite induced subgraphs. We assume that U1  U2  · · ·  Un  · · · is
an increasing sequence of layouts of G1; G2; : : : ; Gn; : : : each of index at most k.
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Using Fact 7.2, we construct a corresponding sequence of labelled layouts T1; T2; : : : ;
Tn; : : : such that, for each i and j¿ i:
(i) und(Ti) = Ui,
(ii) the labelling functions of Ti and Tj coincide on Ti,
(iii) SUCTj (x) extends SUCTi(x) if x∈Ti,
(iv) LTi = LTj ∩ NTi .
We let , = 〈N;SUC〉 be de*ned as follows: N = ⋃{NTi =i¿ 0}; and SUC(x) =⋃{SUCTj (x)=j¿ i}, where x∈NTi , and the union denotes also the union of the linear
orders.
Hence , is a limit-tree since N =
⋃{Ni=i¿ 0} where
Ni = {x∈N=x∈NTj ; j¿ 0; labTj (x) = i}:
We obtain thus a partition of N since the functions labTj extend each other. In
particular N0 consists of a single node. Condition (2) of the de*nition of a limit-tree
also holds because it holds for each Ti.
For every x∈N , for every segment S of SUC(x) we let S∗ = {u∈N=w6, u for




where Sj = S ∩ NTj and S∗j is relative the tree Tj.
We have S∗i ⊆ S∗j if i6 j, and S∗i = S∗ ∩ NTi .
Since each Ti is a layout of index at most k of a *nite induced subgraph Gi of G,
and we have
Lemma 8.1. For every x∈N , for every segment S of SUC(x) we have
IndG(S∗ ∩ VG)6 k and IndG(VG − S∗)6 k:
Proof. If IndG(S∗ ∩ VG)¿k, we have x1; : : : ; xk+1 in S∗ ∩ VG and yi; j in VG − S∗ for
16 i¡ j6 k + 1 such that for every i and j¿ i:
edgG(xi; yi; j)⇔ edgG(xj; yi; j): (1)
There exists m such that x1; : : : ; xk+1; y1;2; : : : ; yk;k+1 belong all to Gm. Equivalence
(1) holds with Gm instead of G, and x1; : : : ; xk+1 ∈ S∗m; yi; j ∈ S∗m.
Hence, IndGm(S
∗
m∩VGm)¿k. We have Ind(Tm; Gm)¿k by Fact 7.4 and this contra-
dicts the initial assumption.
The proof for IndG(VG − S∗) is essentially the same.
9. From limit-trees to ternary trees
In order to replace a limit-tree , by a ternary tree, we will represent the linearly
ordered sets SUC(x) as frontiers of binary trees.
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Let P ⊆ {0; 1}∗ be a pre*x-closed language such that
(1) for every u∈{0; 1}∗; u0∈P i+ u1∈P,
(2) for every u∈P, there is w∈P such that u6p w and w is maximal for 6p (the
pre*x order) in P.
We consider P as the set of nodes of a binary tree B(P) with root / (the empty
word), every node u has two successors (u0 and u1) or is maximal and is a leaf.
The frontier of this tree is the set of leaves linearly ordered by the lexicographic
order 6lex.
For example for P=1∗0∪{/} we get the order type !, and for P=0∗1∪ 1∗0∪{/}
we get the order type of Z.
By a binary tree B, we mean any rooted tree isomorphic to a tree B(P). The set of
leaves of a binary tree is thus *nite or countable, and linearly ordered. We denote it
by fr(B) and call it its frontier.
Lemma 9.1. Every 'nite or countable linearly ordered set of cardinality at least 2 is
the frontier of a binary tree.
The proof is easy (by iterated dichotomy). Frontiers of in*nite trees have been
considered in [2].
Let G be a graph, let ,= 〈N;SUC〉 be a limit-tree such that VG = L,.
Our goal is to build from , a layout of G. We let N1 be the set of nodes x of ,
such that SUC(x) is singleton. For each x∈N − (N1 ∪ L,), we let Bx be a binary tree
with root x, the frontier of which is SUC(x).
We build the trees Bx so that they are pairwise disjoint. They form a forest. By
identifying x and rootx for each x∈N − (N1∪L,), and y and z for each y∈N1 where
SUC(y)={z}, we obtain a directed tree with root root, and L, as set of leaves. Each
node except the leaves (in L,) has two successors.
Proposition 9.2. For every edge z → y in the tree T , we have IndG(V (y))6 k2 and
IndG(V (z))6 2k.
Proof. If y is a leaf, we have immediately the desired result. Otherwise, let z → y be
an edge of T where y ∈ L,. It belongs to Bx for some node x of ,. We let I be the
frontier of the tree Bx=y, i.e., of the subtree of Bx issued from y. Hence I ⊆ SUC(x),
it is an interval and I = S − S ′ where S and S ′ are two segments of SUC(x) with
S ′ ⊂ S. We have
V (y) = (I ∩ VG) ∪
⋃
{SUC(u)∗ ∩ VG=u∈ I}: (2)
Claim 9.2.1.
V (y) = (S∗ ∩ VG) ∩ (VG − S ′∗);
V (z) = (VG − S∗) ∪ (S ′∗ ∩ VG):
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Proof. We have
S∗ ∩ VG = (S ∩ VG) ∪
⋃
{SUC(u)∗ ∩ VG=u∈ S}:
Hence, by (2)
V (y) = (S∗ ∩ VG)− [(S ′ ∩ VG) ∪
⋃
{SUC(u)∗ ∩ VG=u∈ S ′})]
= (S∗ ∩ VG)− S ′∗
= (S∗ ∩ VG) ∩ (VG − S ′∗):
The veri*cation concerning V (z) is similar.
By Lemma (8.1) we have IngG(S
∗ ∩ VG)6 k, and IngG(VG − S ′∗)6 k. Hence
IngG(V (y))6 k
2 and IngG(V (z))6 2k by Proposition 3.3.
Theorem 9.3. Let k be a positive integer and G a countable graph. If scwd(H)6 k
for every 'nite H ⊆i G, then scwd(G)6 k2. If the 'nite induced subgraphs of G
have clique-width at most k then cwd(G)6 22k+1.
Proof. By Proposition 6.1 we have an increasing sequence of layouts Ti of *nite
induced subgraphs Hi. We can label them and we obtain a limit tree ,. It can be
transformed into a layout of G of index k2 by Proposition 9.2.
If the induced subgraphs have cwd at most k, they have scwd at most 2k by Propo-
sition 5.1. Hence G has scwd at most 22k and cwd at most 22k+1 (by Proposition
5.2).
Application 9.4. In Example 2.3, we have recalled that the cographs can be charac-
terized equivalently as the *nite simple loop-free undirected graphs without induced
subgraph of the form · − · − · − · (usually denoted by P4, the path with four vertices)
and as the *nite graphs of cwd at most 2.
The countable cographs that we can de*ne as the countable simple loop-free undi-
rected graphs without induced P4 have thus only cographs as *nite induced subgraphs
and, by Theorem 9.3 their clique-width is at most 25 = 32.
We conjecture that the optimal upperbound to the clique-width of countable cographs
is smaller.
10. Related notions
Let us de*ne a linear layout of a graph G as a linear ordering 6 of its vertices.
Let us de*ne the index of such a layout as follows:
Ind(G;6) = Sup{IndG(S); IndG(VG − S)=S is a segment of (VG;6)}
and
lcwd(G) =Min{Ind(G;6)=6 is a linear order of VG};
which we call the linear symmetric clique-width of G.
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Consider the graph G such that VG =N×N and the edges link (i; j) and (i′; j′) for
i′ = i + 1; j = j′ = 0 or i′ = i; j′ = j + 1.
It is easy to see that lcwd(H)6 3 for every *nite induced subgraph H of G, and
slightly harder to prove formally that lcwd(G)=!. This shows that Theorem 9.3 does
not extend to linear symmetric clique-width. (G has a symmetric clique-width at most
2, like every countable forest of degree at most 3.)
Our general proof technique applies to branch-width, a notion introduced in [GM10].
Let G be a graph with at least two edges. A branch decomposition of G is a ternary
tree T such that LT is in bijection by some function h with EG, the set of edges of G.
For any edge e of T linking u and v, we let G(u) (resp. G(v)) be the subgraph of G
spanned by the edges associated with the leaves of Tu and Tv (see Section 3).
We let 4(e)=Card(VG(u)∩VG(v)) and 4(T; h)=Sup{4(e)=e is an edge of T}. Finally
bwd(G) = Min{4(T; h)=(T; h) is a branch decomposition of G} is called the branch
width of G.
If A is a set of edges, of G we denote by G{A} the subgraph of G with set of edges
A.
If A and B are two sets of edges, we have
Card(VG{A∪B} ∩ VG{EG−(A∪B)})6Card(VG{A} ∩ VG{EG−A})
+Card(VG{B} ∩ VG{EG−B})
and
Card(VG{A∩B} ∩ VG{EG−(A∩B)})6Card(VG{A} ∩ VG{EG−A})
+Card(VG{B} ∩ VG{EG−B}):
These inequalities are analogous to Proposition 3.3. It follows that if G is a count-
able graph, every *nite subgraph of which has branchwidth at most k; k ∈N, then
bwd(G)6 2k. The main steps of the proof are as for Theorem 9.3. The main dif-
ference is that in the statement analogous to Proposition 9.2, we use the two above
inequalities instead of Proposition 3.3. For this reason, we obtain the upper bound 2k
instead of k2 in Proposition 9.2. We do not know whether this upperbound can be
improved.
Open problem. Characterize those graphs such that Theorem 9.3 holds for scwd with
k instead of k2 and those such that it holds for cwd with k instead of 22k+1.
11. Sets of graphs having a decidable monadic second-order satisability problem
We recall that MS logic is the extension of *rst-order logic with variables denoting
sets of elements (typically sets of vertices in the case of graphs) and atomic formulas,
e.g., x∈X , expressing the membership of an element x in a set X . A variant of MS
logic is weak Monadic Second-order logic (WMS logic in short) for which the syntax
is the same but set variables range over *nite sets. Of course there is no di+erence for
*nite structures (see [5,7,8] for details).
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Let C be a set of graphs (or more generally of logical structures, but we will only
consider structures representing graphs), and L be a logical language. The L-satis'ability
problem for C consists in deciding for a given (closed) formula of L whether it holds in
some graph in C. In particular, for any *xed k the MS-satis*ability problem is decidable
for the set of *nite graphs of clique-width at most k. It is conjectured [13], that if a set
of *nite or countable graphs has a decidable MS-satis*ability (or WMS-satis*ability)
problem, then it has bounded clique-width. This conjecture has been proved for sets of
*nite planar graphs, of *nite incidence graphs [13], of *nite graphs of bounded degree,
and in a few other cases (see [6]).
Here is a consequence of our compactness result.
Theorem 11.1. If every set of 'nite graphs having a decidable MS-satis'ability prob-
lem has bounded clique-width, then every set of 'nite or countable graphs having a
decidable WMS-satis'ability problem also has bounded clique-width.
Proof. Let C be a set of *nite or countable graphs having a decidable WMS-satis*ability
problem. Let D be the set of *nite induced subgraphs of the graphs in C. We prove
that D has a decidable MS-satis*ability problem. Let  be a closed MS formula. One
can build a closed WMS formula ’ that holds in a *nite or countable graph G if and
only if there exists a *nite subset X of the set of vertices of G such that G[X ] satis*es
 . Hence,  is satis*ed in some graph in D if and only if ’ is satis*ed in some graph
in C. By the hypothesis, we obtain that D has a decidable MS-satis*ability problem,
hence bounded clique-width. Hence, C has bounded clique-width by Theorem 9.3.
What about sets of graphs having a decidable MS-satis*ability problem? The above
theorem does not settle their case because *niteness is not MS expressible in general.
(In particular the *niteness of a subset of a countably in*nite set, i.e., a countable
graph without edges is not MS expressible.) Hence, in general, a WMS formula is not
translatable into an equivalent MS formula. However, it is under certain assumptions
on the considered graphs where formulas are interpreted. We say that a graph is locally
'nite if each vertex has *nite degree. (We do not require a uniform upper bound on
the degrees.)
Proposition 11.2. One can express by an MS formula that a set of vertices of a
connected locally 'nite graph is 'nite.
Proof. Let G be a connected graph. Let us choose arbitrarily a vertex called its root,
denoted by rootG.
For every vertex x, we let d(x) denote its distance to the root, i.e., the length of a
shortest path between x and rootG. (The root is the only vertex u with d(u) = 0.) We
color the vertices of G with colors 0; 1; 2 by letting c(x) = d(x)mod 3 be the color of
x. We now de*ne from G and the mapping c a directed graph H as follows:
(i) VH = VG;
(ii) for every x; y in VH , we de*ne a directed edge x → y if and only if x and y are
adjacent in G and c(y) = c(x) + 1mod 3.
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Note that if x and y are adjacent in G then d(x) and d(y) are equal or di+er by one.
Hence, if x → y we must have d(y)=d(x)+1. Hence, H has no circuit. Furthermore,
from the same fact we get that H is anti-transitive, i.e., if x → y there does not
exist a directed path of length two or more from x to y. Finally, every vertex of H is
accessible from rootG by a directed path.
Let us also note that H is completely de*ned from G, and the two sets V0 = c−1(0)
and V1 = c−1(1) (we let c(x) = 2 if x is neither in V0 nor in V1) by conditions (i)
and (ii). We can thus denote such a graph H (de*ned by (i) and (ii)) by G(r; V0; V1)
where r is the root. We intend to use G(r; V0; V1) for sets V0 and V1 that are not
necessarily de*ned from d.
We will say that a triple (r; V0; V1) is good if
(a) r belongs to V0, and V0 and V1 are disjoint,
(b) G(r; V0; V1) has no circuit and is anti-transitive,
(c) every vertex of G is accessible from r by a directed path in G(r; V0; V1).
It is routine work to write an MS formula 8(r; V0; V1) with free variables r; V0; V1
expressing that (r; V0; V1) is good (see [5] for basic tools to write such formulas),
and from the initial remarks, we know that for every r, there exist V0; V1 satisfying
8(r; V0; V1).
Claim. Let G be given with a root denoted by rootG. A set of vertices X of G is 'nite
if and only if there exist three sets of vertices V0; V1 and Y satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) The formula 8(rootG; V0; V1) holds in G,
(2) There is no path in H = G(rootG; V0; V1) from a vertex in Y to a vertex in X
and X and Y are disjoint.
(3) If U is a set of vertices of G such that H [U ] is an in'nite path starting at
rootG, then U contains a vertex of Y .
Condition (3) implies that U = {rootG; u1; u2; : : :} with rootG → u1 → u2 → u3 →
u4 → · · · and there is no edge from ui to uj if i¡ j − 1. The set Y may be empty.
Proof of the Claim. As the reader may expect, we will use Koenig’s lemma.
Let us *rst assume that X is *nite. Then, we take V0 and V1 de*ned by the distance
function d, we take for Y the set of all vertices y such that d(y) is strictly larger than
d(x) for all x in X .
Hence condition (1) holds. From the observation that if x → y we must have
d(y) = d(x) + 1, we obtain that condition (2) also holds. If U = {rootG; u1; u2; : : :}
satis*es the hypothesis of condition (3) with rootG → u1 → u2 → · · ·, we have
d(ui)= i for each i. Hence, ui belongs to Y for i larger than d(x) for all x in X . Hence
the third condition holds.
Let us conversely assume that V0; V1 and Y satisfy the three conditions of the
claim and that X is in*nite. We can construct a directed spanning tree T of H =
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G(rootG; V0; V1) with root rootG. This tree is locally *nite since G and H are. Hence,
it has an in*nite branch containing in*nitely many elements of X . This branch contains
an element y of Y but then we have a path from y to some element of X further on
the branch. This contradicts condition (2). Hence, we have a contradiction and X must
be *nite.
This completes the proof of the claim.
Under the assumption that 8(r; V0; V1) holds, conditions (2) and (3) of the claim
can be expressed by an MS formula 9(r; V0; V1; X; Y ). (The hypothesis that H is
anti-transitive is useful to express condition (3) by an MS formula. We omit the
technical details.) Hence, a set X of vertices of G is *nite if and only if there exist
r; V0; V1; Y satisfying 8(r; V0; V1)∧9(r; V0; V1; X; Y ). This gives an MS formula express-
ing the *niteness of a set X of vertices of a connected and locally *nite graph.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Corollary 11.3. If every set of 'nite graphs having a decidable MS-satis'ability prob-
lem has bounded clique-width, then every set of 'nite or countable locally 'nite graphs
having a decidable MS-satis'ability problem also has bounded clique-width.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 11.1. We only indicate the modi*cations.
Given C assumed to have a decidable MS-satis*ability problem, we let D be the set
of *nite connected induced subgraphs of the graphs in C. We prove that D has a
decidable MS-satis*ability problem. We let 4(X ) the MS formula of Proposition 11.2
expressing that X is *nite. Let  be a closed MS formula. One can build a closed MS
formula ’ that holds in a *nite or countable graph G if and only if there exists a *nite
subset X of VG such that G[X ] satis*es  . This formula ’ is written so as to express
that there exists a set of vertices Z that induces a connected subgraph G′, and a subset
X of Z which satis*es 4(X ) in G′, and that  holds in G[X ]. Hence,  is satis*ed in
some graph in D if and only if ’ is satis*ed in some graph in C. By the hypothesis
D has a decidable MS-satis*ability problem, hence bounded clique-width. So have all
the *nite induced subgraphs of the graphs in C because taking disjoint unions does
not increase clique-width. Hence C has bounded clique-width by Theorem 9.3.
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